
A God 51 

Chapter 51: End of life and death adventure 

   Breakthrough of travel stars can be divided into warriors and spiritual teachers. 

   is a breakthrough in both genetic power and spiritual power. 

   And now, what Wang Yi has broken through is the gene power! 

   Although he just broke through to the first-order warrior of the planetary star, because of the 

powerful genetic level, the power is actually not inferior to the second-order planetary star, and may 

even be stronger! 

   Now, Wang Yi can be regarded as standing among the truly strong on the earth. 

   "My law attribute is actually fire..." Wang Yi was thoughtful, but he was still expecting it. 

   After that experience of the volcano mood, he guessed that he would break through in the 

attributes of the origin law of fire in the future. 

as predicted. 

   "And my ability to awaken after becoming a genetic warrior is...burst?" Wang Yi felt the message 

from his body, a little surprised. 

   seems to inherit the artistic conception of flame explosion, Wang Yi's awakening ability can make 

Wang Yi burst out with twice the power in a short time! 

   Of course, the original energy consumption is also very large, and it is easy to cause internal 

damage to the body. 

   However, Wang Yi is fairly satisfied with this ability. 

   "Mo Yun." Wang Yi converged the flames on his body surface. After becoming a star warrior, Wang 

Yi could release his genes. 

   The moyun vine entwined on the rock also took the initiative to stretch out the vine, enjoying the 

owner's touch comfortably. 

"It has only been less than ten days that the Moyunteng has grown to this point." Wang Yi's mental 

power has been dissipated, and it is easy to sense the body shape of the Moyunteng. The current 

Moyunteng is better than when he first recognized the Lord. The shape of the seedlings has swelled 

more than a hundred times, and the dense roots have been densely covered in the cliffs and mountains. 

   "It's still a little bit, I should be able to break through to the planetary star." Wang Yi smiled. 

   In these ten days, he had fed Mo Yun Teng but no less than five wood stalks. It is only natural that 

Mo Yun Teng evolves quickly. 

   Waiting for Mo Yun Teng to complete the first evolution and step into the planetary star, he will 

become a big helper for him. 
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  Wang Yi did not continue to practice in a hurry, but turned on the communication watch and 

contacted his parents and girlfriends far away in Jiangnan Base City. 

  …… 

   After talking with his girlfriend, parents and family, more than three hours have passed. 

   Wang Yi breathed a sigh of relief, and glanced down at the communication watch on his wrist. 

   This communication watch was obtained by Wang Yi from the inside of Xtreme Martial Arts Hall. 

Basically, there is no possibility of being tracked by other parties. 

   Of course, the Xtreme Martial Arts Gym is not necessarily. 

   It’s not to blame Wang Yi for being suspicious. After all, leaving a backdoor on the communication 

equipment is something every property family will do. 

  Wang Yi remembers that in the original work, Li Yao used satellite positioning to instantly 

determine the location of all the warriors around the scene of his son's death. 

   and the intelligent flying fighters produced by Xtreme Martial Arts Hall, they also have the control 

left behind by ‘Hong’. 

  Modern high-tech surveillance methods are unpredictable. 

   Wang Yi was a little envious, if only he had an intelligent optical brain too. 

   You don’t have to worry about when you are being followed and watched. 

   But now it can only be used. 

   Wang Yi turned off the communication watch and immersed himself in the practice again. 

   Time passed day by day, and soon, a month passed. 

   At 12 noon on August 29th, the training camp students gathered again in the wilderness area 

where the UFO airliner landed. 

   However, it was obviously less than the number of people who had just arrived. 

   There were less than 170 people gathered here from the 183 students when they set off. 

   About one tenth of the students stayed in this land forever in a month. 

   Life and death adventure, like its name, for the students, almost everyone is walking between life 

and death this month. 

  Wang Yi in a gray-black combat uniform was also among them, but compared with most other gray-

headed and dusty students, Wang Yi, who was clean and energetic, looked a bit more conspicuous. 

  Wang Yi is also one of the few students who can maintain a bright and beautiful surface after a 

month of experience in the field. 



   Of course, other students are not surprised. After all, Wang Yi is a peerless genius who has rushed 

to the top five of the Black Dragon rankings in the first month, and may be a powerful spiritual teacher. 

   It is not surprising that people like this can live in the crisis-ridden Australian continent. 

   "Wang Yi." Shi Jiang, with blood stains on his body and a fierce look on his face, walked over with a 

long stick on his back. "Look at your appearance, this month has passed well." He glanced at Wang Yi's 

bulging backpack, "How did you get this month?" 

   "Fortunately, there are three high lord level monsters and some medium lord level monsters." 

Wang Yi smiled slightly. 

"Good fellow!" Shi Jiang was obviously taken aback, and raised his thumb to Wang Yi, admiringly said: 

"High lord level monsters can kill three monsters. You kid is powerful. The strongest I can kill is a middle 

lord level monster. "Menghe Lion" was killed by a team of friends from a training camp and spent a lot 

of effort." He exclaimed, "These lord-level monsters are more cunning than the other, and if the 

situation is wrong, they will run away desperately. , Plus they are blocked by those monsters, it is 

difficult and difficult to kill one." 

Shi Jiang lowered his voice, "It's still your spiritual teacher, kill whatever you want to kill. The efficiency 

of hunting lord-level monsters is almost higher than the efficiency of hunting beast-general-level 

monsters by God of War." Shi Jiang is also one of the few training camps. Know that Wang Yi is a 

spiritual teacher. 

   "The materials of your three high lord level monsters may add up to tens of billions. Tsk tsk, this is 

only a month." Shi Jiang's tone was also full of envy. 

  The spiritual teacher is indeed the wealthiest class among the warriors, especially the spirit teacher 

of the God of War. The efficiency of hunting monsters is even higher than that of several warriors 

combined. 

   The lord-level monsters are very difficult to hunt. Even a high-level war-god can hardly kill a 

middle-level lord-level monster that deliberately escapes. Let alone a high-level lord-level monster, it 

usually requires the cooperation of several high-level wars to kill. 

  Wang Yi alone ~www.mtlnovel.com~ has hunted down three high-lord-level monsters within a 

month, and I don't know how many others there are. 

   Hearing what Shi Jiang said, Wang Yi just smiled and said nothing. 

   If Shi Jiang knew that within this month, he would become an existence beyond the God of War, 

and he would also be a super powerhouse beyond the top three planetary stars among the God of War, 

I am afraid he would not believe it. 

   As for these lord-level monsters, they were only killed by Wang Yi. 

   Now hunting high lord level monsters is not difficult for Wang Yi at all. 

   However, Wang Yi doesn't care about this little money at all now. 

  He took out any treasure from his body, and he couldn't buy it with any amount of money. 



   The petite girl "Zhao Ruo", who seems to have darker skin, also walked over and greeted the two 

who had reunited after a long time. 

   But she doesn't seem to be in a good mood. 

   It seems that a familiar teammate who was in the same team died under the siege of monsters. 

   And Wang Yi can't say anything about this kind of thing. 

   After all, on the day they became a warrior, it was almost their fate to die in the wilderness. 

   During the chat and discussion of the training camp students, a blue streamer flew from the 

horizon. A flying saucer airliner with a dark blue shell and a diameter of several tens of meters stopped 

on top of everyone's heads, and then slowly landed. 

   The hatch opened, and several training camp God of War teachers walked out, and saw that there 

were fewer students in front of them, and there was no expression on their faces. 

   Many students who had been straining their nerves relaxed, and walked into the flying airliner in 

twos and threes, including Wang Yi, who looked plain. 

  Wang Yi looked back in the direction of Kirishima and smiled when he walked into the hatch. 

   With the slow take-off of the plane and passenger plane, it represents the end of this life and 

death adventure on the Australian continent. 

Chapter 52: Days in training camp 

the next day. 

   "I'm back finally." Jiangnan Pavilion, Shi Jiang's pavilion living room, Wang Yi and the other three 

sat drinking tea together. 

"Wang Yi, you rushed to the fifth place in the Black Dragon rankings last month. There must be a lot of 

resources awarded this month." Zhao Ruo said enviously. Zhao Ruo came to the training camp in 55 

years, and his strength is not very high among the training camp students. Strong, the ranking is 

probably out of 100, not comparable to Wang Yi and Shi Jiang at all. 

  Wang Yi smiled. In fact, he is the one who has gained the most in mainland Australia this time. Not 

only can his genes be cultivated to the third level of the planetary star level, but his mental power has 

also broken through to the first level of the planetary star level. 

   With the addition of Mo Yun Teng, Wang Yi's strength is now ranked third on the earth, second 

only to'Hong' and'Thunder God'. 

   "Let's take a good rest in these two days. The ranking competition will start next month." Shi Jiang 

sighed. "A lot of trainees were killed or injured in the training camp this month, and it is estimated that 

many new recruits will come over this time." 

  Wang Yi also sighed when he returned from Shi Jiang. 
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   Compared with usual going out to hunt monsters, the life and death adventure in August each year 

is the real test for the training camp students. Every year, some students are damaged in the dangerous 

land of the Australian mainland, so the training camp is also fast to replace fresh blood. 

  Sometimes some familiar faces may disappear in a blink of an eye. 

   Wang Yi’s residence, basement. 

   In order to be afraid of being discovered, Wang Yi left Moyunteng in the Australian mainland, 

leaving some woody crystals for it to evolve on its own, while Wang Yi returned to the training camp and 

continued to practice. 

   "I ranked fifth last month. This month I can stay in the ancient civilization gravity room for about 30 

hours." 

   Ancient Civilization Gravity Room, which can create 1 to 1000 times the gravity, is one of the few 

auxiliary training equipment that can exercise the effect of today's Wang Yi. 

"I am now a third-order warrior of the planetary star, but my physical fitness exceeds the fourth-order 

planetary star and is close to the fifth-order planetary star. The gravity that can be withstood is about 

3000-4000 times. It has far exceeded the gravity of ancient civilization. The limit that the room can 

provide now. Even if the gravity room of the ancient civilization, the help given to me is very low." Wang 

Yi was also a little helpless in his heart. "If you want to quickly improve your strength, you have to rely 

on Mu Yujing." 

  The wooden crystals that were ‘shunned’ at Babata, except for ten spares, Wang Yi left one-third of 

Moyunteng for evolution, and the rest were used for cultivation. 

   Relying on the wooden crystal and his own super cultivation talents, Wang Yi can upgrade his body 

from the first rank of the planetary star to the third rank of the planetary star in just one month. 

   It’s harder to break through mental power, and it’s a lot slower, so it’s only one level now, two 

levels faster. 

   The higher the level, the lower the help given to him by the training camp. 

   The core of Wang Yi's Sea of Consciousness has a ‘ball of light’, the planet, which is the core of his 

spiritual power condensed after reaching the first level of the planetary star. 

   This is a beautiful phantom light ball. Except for a halo on the surface, this light ball is essentially 

composed of a large number of ‘pyramid’-shaped transparent crystals. The dense transparent crystals 

are gathered into a planet! An invisible and strange wave spread continuously from this ball of light. 

   When he reaches the second rank of the planetary star, the number of planets in the sea of 

consciousness will increase to two, and so on, until there are nine, and it will reach the ‘9th rank of the 

planetary star’. 

   At the position of the ‘dantian’ in Wang Yi’s body, there are also three ‘miniature planets’, two of 

which keep rotating around the middle one. 

   But the realm is strong, but the ‘body force’ and ‘mind power amplitude’ are very low. 



  'Body Power' At present, Wang Yi can achieve '2.8' times the third level of the nine-fold thunder 

sword because of his successful practice. 

   ‘Mental Power Amplitude’ succeeded in being promoted to the first level of the planetary star, and 

his consciousness has increased. Now Wang Yi can achieve 8. 

   is to manipulate 8 weapons at the same time to attack together, and each weapon can exert its 

maximum attack power. 

   And Wang Yi's mental power is also three times stronger than that of a spiritual teacher of the 

same level. 

   So combined, the attack power is actually increased by 28 (at the same level). 

   Now the Earth’s first spiritual teacher, East, is the second-order planetary star, with an amplitude 

of 14, but he is the second-order planetary star, which is one order higher than Wang Yi. So the two 

should be almost the same in terms of mind attack power. 

   But Wang Yi has Mo Yun Vine! Not to mention that he is still a third-order martial artist, which is 

enough to crush East. 

Sitting on the cold alloy floor in the basement, Wang Yi took out two wooden crystals from the space 

ring, closed his eyes, and quietly absorbed the pure vital energy of the wooden crystals, transformed 

them into genetic energy and spiritual power, and improved his own. strength. 

   Time just passed quietly. 

   In September, Wang Yi became the number one black dragon in the training camp, shaking the 

world. All the forces remembered this talented boy who was only 18 years old and had joined the 

training camp for three months before reaching the top. 

Wang Yi was practicing in the training camp, using the wooden crystals to improve his strength, and 

went out to hunt monsters (in fact, he was hiding in the city underground for training, and the satellites 

could not be observed). At the beginning, he joined the three full set of cheats selected by the extreme 

martial arts gym in the training camp. "Destroying the World", "Nine Thunder Knife", and "Tongxuan 

Sword Classic" were also frequently studied and practiced by Wang Yi to improve his knowledge of 

martial arts. 

   Although he has a reputation and has become the strongest and youngest genius in the history of 

the training camp, Wang Yi is usually very low-key and rarely appears in any public places. 

  Except for Zhao Ruo and Shi Jiang, the two roommates who live next door~www.mtlnovel.com~ 

training camp, other people rarely see Wang Yi. 

   Everyone knows that Wang Yi spends most of his time practicing in his own pavilion, in the training 

room of the Ninth Floor, and they all sigh for his diligence. 

   But no one knew that the assiduous genius in their eyes had already broken through to exist 

beyond the God of War, and the true strength was already the third person in the world, only under the 

two peerless powerhouses Hong and Thunder God. 



   In October, Hongning Base City, located in western Asia, began to rain heavily for several days. The 

heavy rain poured down and the mist filled the air. The antique, delicate and elegant ancient buildings 

of the entire training camp were hidden in the mist and rain. 

  Wang Yi's residence, quiet basement, Wang Yi let go of his right hand, and looked at the dim and 

powdery wooden crystal, feeling a little distressed. 

   "Almost two months, my body has improved to the fifth rank of the planetary star, and the mental 

power has also increased to the third rank of the planetary star, but the wooden crystal is almost used 

up." Although Wang Yi sighed, he was still very happy. 

This body absorbs the energy of the wooden maiden crystal faster than Wang Yi imagined. It took only 

two months to return from the Australian mainland, allowing Wang Yi to quickly rise from the third-level 

planetary star to the fifth-star planetary star like a rocket. The price, of course, is that more than two 

hundred wooden maiden crystals have disappeared. 

Almost three or four a day’s frequency of "burning" the wooden crystals, each wooden crystal 

represents a strong first-order planetary star, and for today's earth, the first-order planetary star is the 

existence that stands at the pinnacle. NS. 

   This kind of consumption speed, it is strange that the speed is not fast. 

   "Compared with my genetic energy and physical fitness, the speed of my mental and mental 

improvement is much slower." Wang Yi shook his head. 

   is no more than the third-level spiritual power of the planetary star, looking at the world, he is 

already the first person to be a spiritual teacher! 

Chapter 53: To see "Hong" 

Coming out of the basement where he had stayed for several days, Wang Yi took a cold shower and sat 

on the balcony on the second floor wearing loose white exercise clothes. Facing the misty rain outside, 

he held hot tea, gently blew and sipped. Satisfying slowly, my mind is very calm. 

   "Now, the woody crystal is running out, and my rank has been raised to the fifth rank of the 

planetary star. I should make other plans." Wang Yi thought in his heart. 

   Now Wang Yi doesn't care about the rewards of the training camp, because he can no longer 

improve himself. 

   So some time ago, Wang Yi had given up going out to hunt monsters and stayed alone in the 

training camp to practice. 

   This decision was still incomprehensible to many people. 

   However, the training camp obviously respects the decision of each student. Since Wang Yi 

voluntarily gave up, they will not interfere. 

   "Hong and Lei Shen have not yet come out of seclusion, what are they doing?" Wang Yi couldn't 

understand. 
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   In the past two months, Wang Yi made two applications to the Xtreme Martial Arts Gym in the 

name of applying for guidance, but was told each time that the master of the main hall was practicing in 

retreat. 

   "They are really two cultivators." Wang Yi admired. 

   From the perspective of ‘Hong’ and ‘Thunder God’, they are already equivalent to the gods among 

human beings. Everything in the human world is at your fingertips, but they have almost no desires and 

desires, but live a life of pure heart and penance. 

   Seeking breakthroughs in martial arts, pursuing the limits of the human body, perhaps this is the 

idea that Hong and Lei Shen belong to real warriors. 

   Regardless of character or will, Wang Yi is far behind the two. 

  Wang Yi even felt that if it weren't for humans, to fight monsters, these two guys would even hide 

in the mountains and never cultivate. 

   Wang Yi couldn't help but feel a little ashamed. 

   Now he still maintains the habit of keeping in touch with Shen Yan and others every night. 

   "I'm still young, I'm only 18 years old, and I still have a girlfriend. I'm not going to compare with 

these two old guys..." Wang Yi continued to lower his head to drink tea with a sense of vain. 

   Speaking of it, even though he left Jiangnan Base City for only four months, Wang Yi also missed his 

family very much. 

   "I have understood all the effects of those spirits of plants and trees, and I will give them to my 

parents, Shen Yan and others after I go back." Wang Yi thought silently in his heart. 

   "However, the annual training camp holiday is at the end of December, and there are still two 

months left." 

   Every year, the elite training camp will give students a two-month vacation at the end of the year, 

that is, January and February, and come back in March. 

  January and February are also the most traditional Chinese festivals. The founder of Xtreme Martial 

Arts Gym ‘Hong’ is a Chinese native, and the training camp is naturally organized according to his 

schedule. 

"I heard that Hongning Base City is the most lively and festive place in the world during the New Year 

and Spring Festival. It would be great if we could bring family members, Shen Yan, and others here for 

the holiday." Wang Yi looked at the exquisite stretches outside. Ancient style building. 

Because of the strongest man in Hongning, Hongning base city has not dared to approach a king-level 

monster for decades. It is also the safest city in the world. People's lives are naturally prosperous and 

stable, and because Hong is a traditional Chinese Therefore, the annual Spring Festival is also the most 

lively time and the most shows in Hongning Base City. 



   Before, Wang Yi didn't have this condition, but now he has a lot of money, and even the air ticket 

of 10 million per person is only a fraction of a fraction. 

  ... 

   "When are you coming back." 

  At night, Jiangnan Pavilion, on the second floor of the pavilion where Wang Yi lives, Wang Yi is 

talking with the girls who are divided into three video windows on the laptop screen. 

   "It is November now, and there is probably more than a month left. I will be back soon after the 

New Year, don't worry." Wang Yi comforted them. 

   Since Wang Yi joined the elite training camp, Shen Yan and the others have suffered less pressure 

from their families. Although their parents may not be willing, they will no longer easily prevent them 

from contacting Wang Yi. 

   Maybe there will be trouble in the future, but Wang Yi believes he can solve it. 

   And since Wang Yi said that he no longer went out to hunt monsters, Shen Yan and the others 

were relieved a lot and were no longer so worried. 

   They don't even know what level Wang Yi has reached now. 

  The conversation is going on in a relaxed atmosphere... 

   Soon, it's December. 

   "Wang Yi." 

  Wang Yi who was practicing in the basement heard a familiar voice outside. 

  Wang Yi walked out and saw an acquaintance who had picked himself up to Yang Hui, the 

headquarter supervisor of the Xtreme Martial Arts Hall's global headquarters. 

   "Envoy Yang, why are you here?" Wang Yi smiled. 

Yang Hui stood in the yard, looking up at the full-faced black-haired teenager, and sighed in his heart, 

who knew that the immature little guy had become the number one super genius in the training camp in 

such a short time. Now the extreme martial arts gym includes all In the world, who doesn't know Wang 

Yi's name? Even in some circles of God of War, Wang Yi is often mentioned. 

   This is the function of fame. 

  Yang Hui smiled and said: "We have known each other for so long. It's rare to come to you once. 

Wouldn't you invite me in for tea?" 

"What's the matter, Special Envoy Yang, you are really joking." Wang Yi smiled and welcomed Yang Hui 

into the living room on the first floor. The two of them sat down separately. Wang Yi also made a pot of 

tea for Yang Hui and asked straightforwardly: "Special Envoy Yang. , What's the matter when you come 

to me this time?" 



   Yang Hui glanced at Wang Yi. Although Wang Yi tried his best to hide his breath after breaking 

through the planet, he still made Yang Hui, a **** of war, feel an invisible pressure. 

   Yang Hui didn't think much about it. He just lamented the amazing progress of Wang Yi's strength. 

He deserves to be the first genius in the history of the establishment of the ultimate martial arts training 

camp. 

   Yang Hui did not answer directly, but said, "Wang Yi, you are a spiritual teacher. It was so hard to 

lie to me at the beginning." 

"Haha, isn't that because of the special status of the spiritual teacher? In addition, I was weak at the 

time and didn't know so much. I had to choose to hide myself and my unintentional fault. Please forgive 

me, Special Envoy Yang." Wang Yi apologized. . 

"It's okay, I understand. You have such a small number of spiritual teachers. Every time one appears, it is 

scrambled by all parties. I understand your difficulties, but I just said it casually." Yang Hui said, "Close to 

the subject. Wang Yi, I came here in person this time to convey the instructions given to you by the 

Xtreme Martial Arts Gym." 

   "Huh?" Wang Yi, who was pouring tea, paused. He raised his head and looked at the smiling God of 

War Yang Hui with some confusion, "What instructions?" 

Yang Hui picked up the teacup and took a sip, and smiled: "Did you not always apply to it some time ago, 

do you want a chance to let the head of the main hall guide... Of course, the two heads of the main hall 

have a lofty status, not what we want to see." So we have to get their personal consent, and regardless 

of our Xtreme martial arts gym or Raiden martial arts gym, the two museum owners are busy with 

business, so if you want to make time, you must arrange in advance..." 

   "You mean..." Wang Yi blinked, and there was a guess in his heart. 

"Yes." Yang Hui nodded, "A few days ago, the two masters of the Xtreme Martial Arts Hall and the 

Thunderbolt Hall had finished their training. The above has already passed your opinion application to 

the two of Hong and Lei Shen. On the one hand, if there is no accident, you should receive a reply in the 

next few days. The owner of the museum may meet you at any time, so it is best to prepare in advance." 

   "Um..." Wang Yi was a little tangled. To be honest, he is still hesitant to meet the legendary figures 

in the original works of "Hong" and "Thunder God". 

   However, he nodded in the end. "I see." 

   There are certain things, and sooner or later he can't hide, and he has some strength now. 

   Although he is not an opponent of "Hong" and "Thor", as the third person on the earth, he can 

barely talk to them on an equal footing. 

   That is, Wang Yi still believes in the character of "Hong" and "Thunder God". If they were replaced 

by another person, killing Wang Yi would not be over now. 

Chapter 54: Headquarters sign in, field! 

   December 8th. 
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   8:30 in the morning. 

   Xtreme Martial Arts Center Global Headquarters. 

   A black luxury stretch sedan parked at the gate of the highly guarded Xtreme Martial Arts Center 

Global Headquarters. 

   "This is the legendary spaceship headquarters of Xtreme Martial Arts Hall." 

An extremely handsome, black-haired teenager in white sportswear, with an inexplicable temperament, 

got out of the car and stood in front of the main entrance of the Xtreme Martial Arts Hall's global 

headquarters. He raised his head and looked at this 10,000-meter long sigh. The extremely magnificent 

spaceship building! 

   And when the dazzling brilliance of the sun shines on the tall building of the spacecraft, it is even 

more magnificent like a miracle. 

   "Hong is really amazing. He can actually transport a spacecraft here to serve as the headquarters of 

the Xtreme Martial Arts Gymnasium." Wang Yi admired him. 

In fact, the information about the world headquarters of Xtreme Martial Arts Hall hardly appears on the 

Internet. Obviously, ordinary people are not qualified to know the secrets of the upper level, including 

the world's top powerhouses. Maybe countless people know their existence, but they can see But few 

people know it. 

   Let alone ‘Hong’ standing at the pinnacle of mankind, being like a god. 

  His name even possesses a kind of magic power, and is worshipped by countless people. 

  In this era, Hong, is a kind of belief, with his own power, propped up the sky for human existence. 

   A blue light shot out from the spacecraft and enveloped Wang Yi. 

   "Drip!" 

   "Wang Yi students, please come in." An electronic voice sounded. 

Wang Yi thanked the two staff members who had taken him here, and walked in. At the entrance near 

the silver-white spacecraft door, Wang Yi could see that almost all the personnel in the headquarters 

base were wearing blue robes. A few wore red robes. 

   On an internal corridor, two men and women in blue robes greeted them with smiles: "Hello, 

student Wang Yi, please come with us. The host is already waiting for you." 

  Wang Yi was also a little excited, but he still reacted when he heard the words of the greeter, 

"They? Is it that Hong is the only one who wants to see me?" Wang Yi thought to himself. 

   Wang Yi is about to meet Hong, the most legendary powerhouse among mankind, and for this day, 

he also went to the Australian mainland mountains to bring back the evolving Moyun Vine. 

   Through a few months of time, and the cultivation of a large number of wooden crystals at all 

costs, the current Mo Yun Teng has evolved to the level of the third-level planetary star. 



   is now hidden under Wang Yi's body, and can be transformed into a battle armor at any time. Mo 

Yun Teng's changing battle suit is extremely protective, which is much stronger than any Black God suit. 

   And the Black God suit is just a good first-order force suit among the planetary stars. The 

protection ability depends on the strength of the user. Generally, the stronger the strength, the more 

force it provides, the higher the defense. 

  Wang Yi followed the two blue-robed men and women walking in the empty spaceship corridor, 

thinking silently in his heart. 

   "Check in." 

next moment. 

   The familiar and pleasant voice sounded. 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding domain perception. 】 

  【You have mastered the flame field (first layer). 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   It was almost as soon as the sign-in panel message fell, Wang Yi's eyes became blurred. 

   But only in an instant, he recovered, his eyes were very clear. 

   Even the two Xtreme martial arts staff who walked ahead and led the way did not notice the 

abnormality of Wang Yi behind him. 

   But Wang Yi felt that the whole person was different. 

   "Do I have mastered the domain?" Wang Yi was a little bit incredulous. 

   domain, although it is nothing to swallow the starry sky, that is, in the vast universe, there are 

many people who master domains in the universe. 

   But in the star, it's an evildoer, and it's a heaven-defying level! 

   In a galaxy, hundreds of thousands of life planets, it may not be able to give birth to a planet to 

master the domain! 

   And Hong is also invincible in the planetary star because of his own ‘domain’! 

   is that the physical fitness is better than him, and Thor, who is stronger than him, is hanged and 

beaten. 

   The travel star owns a field, which is completely invincible among the same level! 

   And now, Wang Yi also has a ‘domain’! 

   Wang Yi felt ecstatic in his heart. 

The    domain is an extremely sky-defying ability among the planetary stars. 



   Owning a domain, coupled with Wang Yi's current star-level fifth-order martial artist strength, and 

third-order star-level mental power, coupled with Mo Yunteng, even Hong, it is not easy to defeat him. 

   As for "Thunder God", there is no domain, so he probably hangs and beats him. 

   "Hahaha..." Wang Yi felt refreshed. The anxiety that had originally wanted to see Hong and Lei 

Shen disappeared, and even the fear of the danger caused by the coveting of all parties after his 

strength was exposed. 

  With the domain, he said bluntly, except for "Hong", no one in the world can be his opponent! 

   As long as he is willing, he can even learn from Hong and Thor to build a base city, a martial arts 

gym, standing on the heads of hundreds of millions of people, and become a giant that can talk to the 

country on an equal footing. 

but… 

   This is meaningless! 

   After the excitement, it was dull. 

   Like ‘Hong’ and ‘Thunder God’, Wang Yi has no interest in power, fame, or even money. 

   Different horizons and different pursuits. 

   Even Wang Yi's pursuit surpasses Hong and Thor! 

   For "Hong" and "Thunder God" who were born on earth, it is probably a luxury to become a 

universe class now. 

   But for Wang Yi, achieving immortality is the lowest goal! 

   Eternal freedom, getting rid of the limitations of the original universe and even the ultimate law, 

surpassing everything, may be Wang Yi's true ambition hidden in his heart. 

   Those ancient beings standing on the pinnacle of the universe, the Lord of the universe, the true 

god...maybe less ambitious than Wang Yi, who is just a small planetary star right now! 

   But ambition is also a state of mind. It does not mean that Wang Yi will do whatever it takes to give 

it all. UU reading www. uukanshu.com 

   After all, being eternally at ease is just a goal, a motivation that allows him to chase after a long 

time without being so boring, is not Wang Yi's true meaning in life. 

On the top floor of the Extreme Martial Arts Hall, a vast silver-white hall resembling a martial arts hall, a 

black-clothed man with a height of more than 1.9 meters, his waist straight like a gun, and a stern, black-

haired man with a short head is in front of him. Talk to another bald-headed and white-robed youth. 

"This time in retreat, you and I have confirmed each other, but there is a little progress." Hong sighed, 

"To reach the level of you and me, the entire earth has almost no opponents. It is difficult and difficult to 

make a little breakthrough. I don't know. When will you and I reach the star limit and enter another 

level." 



The bald young man in white robe is the second strongest man on earth, Thor I have owned domains for 

so long, and I still don’t have domains yet." 

   Thor's tone was sour. 

  Thunder God is indeed a cultivating genius among human beings, his cultivation speed, physical 

strength, and power are extremely amazing, far exceeding other human powers, but in front of Hong, he 

has no temper at all. 

  The reason is that Hong owns the domain, but Thor does not. 

  Anyone who can own a realm among planet stars is considered a genius in the vast galaxy. 

   Hong, a native of the earth who has no inheritance and no one to teach, can actually grow from 

nothing in just a few decades, and realize the realm by himself. It is indeed very against the sky. 

   In terms of cultivation talent and physical mastery, Thor is better than Hong. 

   But in terms of comprehension and xinxing, Hong is the well-deserved number one among the 

people on earth. 

Chapter 55: Shocked Hong and Thor 

   Just when Wang Yi and Hong, Thor are about to have a historic meeting. 

   No. 003 city can be said to be one of the most terrifying areas in the entire Eurasian region. It has 

almost the most diverse architectural complex in Asia, and it also makes the monsters here reach an 

astonishing number. 

   There are many lord-level monsters here, and even monsters beyond the lord level are entrenched 

here! 

  , Luo Fengzheng, who already has the title of ‘madman’ and has reached the junior level of 

generals, is fully armed and has an adventure in City 003 with the ‘Fire Hammer Squad’ he joined. 

   Just arrived in City 003, the "Fire Hammer Squad", a famous dangerous place in the entire Eurasian 

continent, resting in a room on the 12th floor of a residential building on the outskirts of the city 

temporarily serving as a base. 

   In the past few days, the team has hunted and killed more than 30 junior and middle-level beast-

level monsters. Luo Feng, who came from a poor background, also saw for the first time ‘making money 

faster than a money printing machine’, and he was very excited. 

   Luo Feng, who had just ignited the ambition of the martial artist, did not know that his old friend 

was about to meet the two most powerful legends standing on the top of the earth. 

   When Wang Yi walked to the door of the martial arts hall, Hong and Lei Shen who were in the 

martial arts hall seemed to feel something and looked over together. 

"Um?" 
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   "This is..." Lei Shen was a little surprised, "Brother Hong, when did your Xtreme martial arts gym 

have a star powerhouse?" 

  Wang Yi just came to the Xtreme Martial Arts Center's global headquarters because he was far 

away from Hong and Thor. However, when he approached, with the astonishing induction of Hong and 

the Thunder God Warrior, he immediately discovered that there was a powerful planetary star nearby. 

  Hong glanced at Lei Shen, "I have never had such a character in the Extreme Martial Arts Gym." 

   "This is your extreme martial arts gym, don't you know Brother Hong," Lei Shen said. 

  Anyone who can appear at the Xtreme Martial Arts Center's global headquarters must obtain the 

consent of the Xtreme Martial Arts Center before they can enter. 

   "Interesting." Although Hong and Lei Shen were surprised, they were still calm. 

   After all, they are very confident in their own strength and believe that no one on earth is stronger 

than them. 

   It’s just weird why there is an unfamiliar planetary power among human beings? 

Logically speaking, once this kind of power appears, it will definitely leave some information about how 

many powers there are on the entire planet, and almost all of them have been pulled into the Palace of 

War, and they are all recorded, but for this unfamiliar aura, Hong and Thor But never got any relevant 

information. 

   Therefore, even Hong and Lei Shen are curious about this mysterious powerhouse who is about to 

appear in their hearts. 

   The door opened and a black-haired boy walked in. 

   The three eyes met. 

   Hong, there was a trace of astonishment on Thor's face. Obviously, he didn't expect that the 

mysterious strong man who appeared was actually a teenager with such a young appearance. 

   And Wang Yi immediately recognized that these two people in front of him were the two strongest 

people on earth at present-Hong, Thor. 

   "Are you Wang Yi?" Hong thought of something and looked over in surprise. 

When he came out a few days ago to deal with the affairs of Extreme Martial Arts, he received an 

application from the elite training camp. He knew that a talented student had been added to the elite 

training camp some time ago. He was only 18 years old. Rush to the top of the Black Dragon ranking! 

  Hong immediately became interested, and when he had time, he arranged to meet with the boy 

today. 

   Just now because Wang Yi appeared too suddenly, Hong did not match this star-level powerhouse 

with the students of Wang Yi's elite training camp, but when Wang Yi showed up, Hong also reacted 

suddenly. 



   "Extreme martial arts gym elite training camp student, Wang Yi, met the master of the main hall." 

Wang Yi leaned slightly, "I have seen the master of Thor." 

   Thunder God said in surprise: "Brother Hong, are these students from your elite training camp?" 

  Thunder God has weird eyes. When did the quality of the elite training camp of the Extreme Martial 

Arts Gym be so high, a student is actually a planetary star. 

   He knows some information about Wang Yi. After all, when Hong was chatting with him, he 

casually talked to him, which gave him some impressions. 

   Moreover, it can be seen from Thor's eyes that Wang Yi's strength is definitely not the kind of 

newly promoted planetary star, and even gives him a very mysterious and invisible feeling. 

   Hong was also very surprised, but he naturally won't show it because of his extraordinary 

temperament. Instead, he said in a deep voice, "Wang Yi, you have already broken through to the star 

rating?" 

  Wang Yi said neither humble nor arrogant: "Yes, the curator." 

   Hong and Lei Shen looked at each other, and there was a trace of vibration in their eyes. 

   "At the age of eighteen, you have actually become a planetarium. It seems that you are not easy..." 

Hong sighed. 

   Hong and Raytheon both knew Wang Yi's information. They were born ordinary and lived in the 

base city. An ordinary teenager of eighteen years, suddenly showed his talents one day, rose up like a 

comet, became a peerless genius in the eyes of others, and broke through to a planetary star in less than 

half a year after joining the elite training camp... or Wang Yi is really a genius like a monster, so he has a 

big opportunity. 

   Hong recalled quickly, while giving orders to the spacecraft intelligence of the Xtreme Martial Arts 

Hall's global headquarters to re-investigate all of Wang Yi's information, including all his whereabouts 

and routes. 

   Because of Hong's personal order, the intelligence of the headquarters quickly collected all the 

information about Wang Yi with the highest efficiency and sent it to Hong. 

   "Master, this is all the intelligence information since Wang Yi joined the elite training camp..." A 

voice rang in Hong's mind, and Hong listened calmly, while talking to the black-haired boy on the 

opposite side. 

"Wang Yi, no matter what, you can break through to the planetary star and prove your ability. It is my 

human fortune." Hong said here quite sincerely~www.mtlnovel.com~ He really hopes that humanity 

More powerhouses emerge to protect humans from monsters. 

   "Elite training camp...August...Australia mainland..." Hong felt a move. 

  Wang Yi's whereabouts in the training camp are very fixed and rigid. He has almost never left the 

training camp. Apart from hunting monsters, he suddenly applied to go out a few days ago and then 

came back. 



   Other than that, the most suspicious thing was the Australian mainland in August. All the trainees 

in the training camp went on a life and death adventure together, and Wang Yi's whereabouts at that 

time could not be grasped. 

  Wang Yi is also very careful and rarely uses communication watches, so it is very difficult for Xtreme 

Martial Arts Gym to keep track of his whereabouts. 

  Thunder God did not have as much thought as Hong, and said carelessly: "Wang Yi, tell me, how did 

you break through to the planet star?" 

  Wang Yi has a good sense to Thor's bald head, even above Hong. 

   He smiled slightly, "The two museum owners, in fact, are like this. I ventured on the Australian 

mainland before and luckily got a treasure. Using that treasure, I successfully broke through to the 

star..." 

   Hong and Lei Shen's eyes lit up at the same time, and they looked at each other. 

   Is it the spirit of vegetation? 

   Or is it a treasure of an ancient civilization that has not been discovered? 

   However, surveillance on the earth is very tight now, and all parties have searched very 

thoroughly, and no new remains of ancient civilization have been found. 

   Seeing that Wang Yi didn't want to say more, Hong and Lei Shen were too embarrassed to continue 

to mention them even though they were deliberately asking. 

   After all, everyone has a secret, it is impossible to tell others casually. 

   Not to mention this kind of great opportunity. 

  If it were Hong and Thor, I guess they wouldn’t want others to ask themselves. 

   Therefore, Hong and Lei Shen had to control their own minds and continue the topic in other 

aspects. 

Chapter 56: Low-key Wang Yi 

   And Wang Yi was relieved when he saw that Hong and Lei Shen didn't mean to investigate the 

bottom line. 

   It seems that he did not see the wrong person. 

   If Hong and Lei Shen really couldn't resist the temptation, he would be really disappointed if they 

shot him. 

   would even doubt whether his previous actions were correct. 

   Fortunately, Hong and Lei Shen's boldness is indeed extraordinary. Although their hearts are 

moving, they restrained their desires, did not do anything to force him, and did not let him down. 

   Thinking of this, Wang Yi suddenly moved in his heart. 
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   "Wang Yi, since you are now a planetary star, you are also qualified to know many things..." Hong's 

face was grimace. 

   Then explain to Wang Yi the situation that mankind is facing today and the threats in the 

universe... 

   These Wang Yi had known for a long time, but he still made various shocked expressions in 

cooperation. 

   Probably that's the way it is, and then that way... 

   "Ahem." It was probably because Wang Yi's emoticon was not good enough, it was too fake, and 

Hong finally couldn't talk anymore. He coughed twice and changed the subject. 

   "Wang Yi, you are also a member of our Xtreme Martial Arts Gym. You should also know that as 

long as you become an existence beyond the God of War, that is, a powerful planetary star, you can 

serve as our Xtreme Martial Arts inspector." Hong looked serious. "The patrol envoy is highly powerful, 

only under me. I don't know if you would like to be the sixth patrol envoy of our Xtreme Martial Arts 

Center?" 

   "Sorry, the curator, I don't want to." Wang Yi refused without thinking. 

Hong probably didn't expect Wang Yi to refuse so simply. After all, it was the Xtreme Martial Arts 

Inspector. What a lofty status, even if it is a country, it must be polite and solemnly treated, and it was 

the first person in the world to invite Hong personally. Wang Yi refused without hesitation. 

   No matter how good Hong Xinxin is, his face can't hold back. 

The Thunder God next to him suddenly became energetic at this time and said with a grin: "Wang Yi, the 

Xtreme Martial Arts Museum inspector is not interesting. Why don't you come to our Thunderbolt 

Martial Arts Center. The environment of our Thunderbolt Martial Arts Center is relaxed and the 

treatment is worse than that of Xtreme Martial Arts Center. I don’t care about things at ordinary times, 

and I don’t ask for you. There are more girls..." 

   Seeing that Thor talked more and more, Wang Yi coughed lightly and said with a serious face: 

"Sorry, Master of Thor, I don't plan to serve as an inspection envoy regardless of Xtreme Martial Arts 

Gym or Raiden Martial Arts Gym." 

   "Oh?" Hong and Lei Shen both frowned, with the same thought in their hearts. Isn't Wang Yi 

unwilling to be reconciled and want to stand on his own? 

   But with Wang Yi's age, he could easily climb to the pinnacle of the human world. It is normal to 

have such ambitions. 

   Hong and Lei Shen couldn't help but worry. If Wang Yi's ambition is too great, he will cause some 

moths in the human world. With his talent, he might be in great trouble in the future. 

When Wang Yi saw Hong and Lei Shen’s expressions, they knew that they wanted to go wrong. Wang Yi 

continued: "I will continue to stay in the Extreme Martial Arts Gym, but I don’t want to hold any position 

or be exposed to the world. I just want to quietly practice alone. , I don’t want anyone to know about 

me except for the two curators.” 



   Wang Yi had a calm tone and clear eyes. 

"Oh?" 

   Hong and Thor felt relieved, and smiles appeared on their faces. 

   A lot of sincere smiles. 

   The look in Wang Yi's eyes also seems to be looking at fellow men. 

"Yes, Wang Yi." Raytheon couldn't help but praised, "With your age and talent, it is a violent thing to fall 

into those worldly things. Cultivation is the most important pursuit of our generation. Sure enough, we 

are the same passerby, haha ." Thor couldn't help laughing. 

   Thunder God is a very simple martial idiot, and naturally likes to see people like him like Wang Yi. 

"Hmm." Hong Ye smiled, "Since you have this idea, that's not bad. Starting today, I will reset your 

authority and arrange another special hidden position for you, only under me, except for me. Besides, 

no one can watch your information, and no one can direct you." 

Hong groaned, "I will re-establish a shadow group. All information will not be disclosed to the public. 

You are responsible for this group. You are the only one. You have full authority to form your own 

personnel. Usually there are no tasks. Except me, everyone else. Can't intervene, what do you think?" 

   "Thank you, the owner, I am very happy." Wang Yi leaned slightly. 

   He wants to keep a low profile right now, to show off or something, it's not necessary. 

   In fact, to put it plainly, the so-called shadow group is just a department specially created by Hong 

for Wang Yi to stay in the Xtreme Martial Arts Gym to protect Wang Yi's identity. 

   is equivalent to Wang Yi's name hanging in the Xtreme Martial Arts Gym. 

   This condition is already very loose. It is estimated that Hong Jian Wang Yi has a good talent, and 

he is already a planetary star, so he specifically gave him the position. 

   And being able to get a talented planet-star powerhouse for nothing, Hong is in a good mood. 

   At this moment, Wang Yi gave a light cough, showing an embarrassed expression. "By the way, the 

owner of the museum, I will graduate from the elite training camp soon and join the Extreme Martial 

Arts Hall. Um, the Black God suit or the King-level smart fighter... can you give me one?" 

   Hong was a little bit ridiculous when he heard what Wang Yi said. It is probably the first time he 

has met someone like Wang Yi who wants him to benefit. 

But when you think about Wang Yi's current strength, it is actually not difficult to get these two things. 

In addition, Wang Yi is already a star powerhouse, and there is no secret behind it. He is also a member 

of his own limit martial arts gym... So Hong thought about it, and said, "The Black God suit can be given 

to you, but our Xtreme Martial Arts Gym has regulations..." 

"I know." Wang Yi said, "Isn't it just to get another set of Civilization Ruins No. 9 and sell it to you? You 

can~www.mtlnovel.com~ you even know this." Hong glared, and then shook. He shook his head, "Your 



kid is really not easy, but I don't care. Since you already know the conditions, then the Black God suit can 

be given to you. You can buy another one and sell it to us at the Ultimate Martial Arts Gym. As for the 

king-level smart fighter. , You know that although there are many smart fighters in our Xtreme Martial 

Arts Gym, the king-level smart fighters have a body strength close to the body defense of a king-level 

monster. Any lord-level monster can resist the attack. It is expensive, and the price is outside. It costs 

260 billion upwards, and there is still no market for prices..." 

   Seeing the slightly impatient expression on Wang Yi's face, Hong smiled slightly, "Of course, the 

king-class smart fighter can be given to you, but it cannot be given away for nothing. The internal price is 

180 billion." 

   Wang Yi frowned, "I don't have that much money now." 

   Hong said: "It doesn't matter, you can owe it first, and the money can be paid back slowly." 

   "Yes." This Wang Yi doesn't matter. With his current strength, killing a dozen high-lord-level 

monsters can probably make up the money. 

   If you can't do it anymore, kill the king-level monster. 

"That's right..." Wang Yi seemed to think of something. "Master, you should have a spiritual master 

training secret method or something? Can you sell it to me? How can I say that I am a person from the 

Extreme Martial Arts Gym, not fat and water? The foreigners are their own people, and the secrets are 

not lost after reading them." Wang Yi began to think about Hong Na's "The Foundation of Spiritual 

Teachers". 

  Although it is not a powerful secret method, Wang Yi is still poor in terms of secret method. It is 

better to have something than nothing. 

   It's rare to meet Hong, a rich man, and I have to strike a stroke no matter what. 

   "You even know this stuff." Hong looked at Wang Yi's eyes more and more weird. 

Chapter 57: Graduate 

   After a short period of consideration, Hong finally decided to hand over the secret practice of "The 

Basics of Spiritual Teachers" to Wang Yi. 

   didn't know if it was out of the intention of buying people's hearts. 

   Very generous this time. 

   However, Wang Yi became a member of the God of War in "The Foundation of Mental Teacher 

Training", and he can learn only in the virtual space. 

   Being able to get a set of "The Basics of Spiritual Teacher Training" from Hong empty-handed also 

made Wang Yi's spirits refreshed, and then he looked at Thor. 

   Thor, who was smiling at Mimi, was startled when he saw Wang Yi's eyebrows. 

   What are you looking at me? I am not the owner of your curator, but I have nothing for you. 
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   Wang Yi smiled and said: "Well, the owner of the Thunder God Pavilion, I have been curious about 

the Seven-Star Building of the Leidian Martial Arts Museum since I was a child. I wonder if I have a 

chance to visit your Seven-Star Building?" 

  Thunder God looked at Wang Yi suspiciously, “It’s okay if you want to visit, but you kid don’t take 

any other thoughts, otherwise, don’t blame me for not giving face to Brother Hong.” 

   "Hahaha...how come, I'm not that kind of person." Wang Yi was a little embarrassed. 

   He just wanted to sign in where Thor lived, and finally made Thor suspect his motives. 

   "By the way, Wang Yi, at what level are you now? I don't think you seem to be a new star." Thor 

couldn't help asking at last. 

   "Lei Shen Museum Master, you are joking, I am young, and it hasn't been long since I broke 

through, so I can't compare with the two seniors." Wang Yi said modestly. 

   Thunder God snorted, and suddenly fisted and struck Wang Yi. 

   Wang Yi's face remained unchanged, his figure flashed, turned into a flame, and instantly moved to 

another corner of the martial arts hall. 

   "Lei Shen Pavilion Master, are you trying to test me?" Wang Yi showed an expression that seemed 

unhappy. 

   Thor stopped and looked at Wang Yi strangely. "It's really unusual for you to be able to pass my 

punch. Even if you want to avoid my attack by the third-tier star, it's impossible for you, but you..." 

  Thunder God is the seventh-level planetary star, and now the human being with the highest level 

on the earth and the strongest physical quality, he can kill a fifth-level planetary star with a single punch. 

  Wang Yi, who was only eighteen years old, hadn't been a long time since he broke through, 

unexpectedly avoided his attack. 

   In the eyes of Thor at this moment, Wang Yi became even more mysterious. 

   Hong, who had been on the sidelines, spoke at this time. "Well, Thor, everyone has their own 

secrets. Since Wang Yi is unwilling, don't force him." 

   "Thank you for your understanding." Wang Yi leaned slightly towards Hong Wei. 

"But...Wang Yi, since you are already a member of our Xtreme Martial Arts Gym, you have to abide by 

the rules of our Xtreme Martial Arts Gym. I hate people who don't abide by the rules and behave 

nonsense, do you know?" Hong looked at Wang Yi with a look in his eyes. Plain, but the content of the 

words made Wang Yi's heart startled. 

Wang Yi nodded, "I know, the master, I will definitely abide by the rules of the Ultimate Martial Arts 

Center." Wang Yi knows that Hong is not a soft-hearted person. Other super powers in the world dare 

not mess around. 

   "That's good." Hong stopped saying anything. He felt that although Wang Yi was young, he should 

be able to tell right from wrong. 



   "When will you leave the training camp, I will arrange for you." Hong said again. 

   "It's okay now." For the elite training camp, Wang Yi has no attachments. 

   "Well, after you leave the elite camp, the position I assigned to you will be immediately removed. 

Are you going to work in our Hongning base city or return to Jiangnan base city?" Hong asked. 

   "I'm back to Jiangnan Base City, but I don't hold any position in Jiangnan Base City." Wang Yi said. 

  The reason why he returned to Jiangnan was also because his family and lover were there. 

   In fact, as long as he is on the earth, he is treated the same everywhere. 

   "That's right, the master of Thor." Wang Yi turned around when he left, "I will visit your Seven-Star 

Building tomorrow. Don't refuse people thousands of miles away then." 

   Hong and Lei Shen watched Wang Yi leave, and said nothing for a long time. 

   "Brother Hong, what do you think of this kid?" 

   "He is human after all." Hong's eyes were deep. 

"He has a good talent. It seems that there are other opportunities. Otherwise, it is impossible to break 

through to the planetary star in such a short time. It is almost unheard of. I am afraid that his situation 

can only appear in the vast universe. The current situation helps." 

   "However, we also have to be optimistic about him, and we can't let him make mistakes and take a 

fork in the road..." 

   Hong suddenly thought of the information about Wang Yi collected just now. It seems that the 

Australian mainland, which has been silent for too long, should also be sent to see... 

  Wang Yi walked out of the main entrance of the Xtreme Martial Art World Headquarters 

spacecraft, and finally heaved a sigh of relief. 

   Don't look at his calm performance in front of Hong and Thor. In fact, his nerves have been tense. 

   And when Thor suddenly tried to test him just now, he almost didn't release the domain. 

   But now it's finally over. 

"Mr. Wang Yi." The black man in red who came out with Wang Yi smiled and pointed to a triangular 

spacecraft parked on the lawn not far away. "The museum owner has already ordered that the smart 

fighter plane is for you. of." 

   Wang Yi's eyes have already fallen on the beautifully curved black triangle fighter plane. The total 

length of the fuselage is about 20 meters away, and the width is ten meters away. It feels thick and firm 

as a whole. 

   "I also have a smart fighter." A hint of excitement appeared in Wang Yi's eyes. 

   As early as when he was watching the engulfing sky, he had been faintly expecting that he would 

have a flying fighter that belonged to him alone. 



   is even stronger than owning a spaceship. 

   Riding a fighter plane soaring in the sky, fighting with monsters, this is a man's romance. UU 

reading www.uukanshu. com 

  ... 

With the help of the'intelligent system', Wang Yi quickly made the system of the smart fighter aircraft 

recognize the user's identity. Of course, Wang Yi knew that all smart fighters had operating backdoors 

left behind by Hong, but there was no other way. , Can only be careful not to let Hong discover his 

secrets. 

  I use my own strength to increase the speed, and when I become really strong, even if Hong finds 

anything, he can't do anything about it. 

   "And... the black **** suit." 

   A jet black ‘film’-like substance covered Wang Yi’s face, only his eyes and mouth were exposed, 

looking very strange. 

   Of course, Wang Yi is now a planetarium, and he can live without eating or drinking or breathing. 

   "The black **** suit, plus the moyunteng, my defense has increased again." Wang Yi thought, and 

the black streamer flowed through his body like a tide, turning into a black windbreaker. 

   A strange thought suddenly appeared in Wang Yi's mind. The black windbreaker quickly turned 

into Gao Yurong's appearance, but the scale was reduced a bit, vividly, but the whole body was 

black...nothing was worn. 

   "Ahem." Wang Yi was a little guilty, and immediately changed the Black God suit back into a trench 

coat. 

   However, Wang Yi also discovered that the Black God suit seemed to be very useful. At least many 

weird uses appeared in his mind all of a sudden. 

   "I don't want that much, now, let's go hunt for a few high lord level monsters, get the evaluation of 

the **** of war, and join the palace of the **** of war." 

  Wang Yi didn't return to the training camp because he had space to ring and all the important 

things were on him. 

   Under Wang Yi's instructions, the triangular intelligent fighter named "Black Dragon" by Wang 

Yigang quickly lifted into the sky, and went straight out like a bolt of lightning, turning into a black 

streamer and quickly disappeared into the horizon. 

Chapter 58: High God of War: Wang Yi 

   On December 9th, Hongning Base City, the Extreme Building on the prosperous downtown street. 

It is an 88-story skyscraper and a landmark building in Hongning Base City. 

   On the 41st floor, in an empty and luxurious reception room. 
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   "Mr. Wang Yi, after calculation...you can get 22.5 billion Huaxia Coins and 11.25 million 

contribution points for these monster materials." 

   A middle-aged man in a suit said to the black-haired boy sitting in a chair very politely. 

"Yeah." Wang Yi nodded casually. The plain attitude of not paying attention to the materials of the two 

high lord level monsters made the knowledgeable middle-aged man in this circle sweat slightly on his 

forehead. . 

   Soon after, Wang Yi walked out of the Limit Building with a metal box. 

   In the eyes of passers-by in amazement, Yuejin Intelligent Fighter left Hongning Base City. 

   From this day on, Wang Yi formally obtained the status of a high war god. 

   In the endless blue sky, a black stream flicked across. 

"This is the'consciousness sensor' that can be connected to the'God of War'." In the spacious cabin of 

the King-class smart fighter, Wang Yi sat in the luxurious and comfortable driver's seat and opened the 

metal box in front of him. , Is a familiar dark blue helmet. 

   This consciousness sensor helmet is a free gift once a warrior becomes a **** of war and 

automatically joins the temple of war. With this consciousness sensor helmet, anyone wearing a helmet 

can directly enter the virtual space anywhere on the earth. 

  Wang Yi has been curious about the legendary Palace of Wars for a long time, not to mention that 

the secret method of "Spiritual Teacher Foundation" he wants to practice can only be seen in the virtual 

space. 

   "Black Dragon, go to the Global Headquarters of the Thunder and Power Martial Arts Hall in 

Tongping Base City, Qixing Building." Sitting in the cabin, Wang Yi ordered the intelligent system. 

  Wang Yi also turned on 3D virtual viewing, you can see the scene outside. 

   Located in a base city of over 100 million people in South Asia, the base city of Tongping is very 

stable because of the presence of Thor, the second strongest man in mankind. 

   The base city air defense system suddenly received an application for passage. 

   "Drip!" 

   "Signal recognition, pass." 

   Soon, a black triangle fighter broke through the air and instantly passed the city defense system. 

   If it breaks directly without signal recognition, this combat opportunity will be judged as an enemy 

and will be targeted by the laser beam. 

   Generally speaking, even powerful king-level monsters or planet-star powerhouses dare not be 

directly attacked by laser light. 

   This awe-inspiring black triangle fighter came to the world headquarters of the most famous 

Raiden Martial Arts Hall in Tongping Base City, Qixing Building. 



   And the Seven Star Tower does not refer to a seven-star pagoda, but seven tall towers in ancient 

style. The tallest tower in the center is the place where Thor usually cultivates and lives. 

People at the Raiden Martial Arts Center’s global headquarters also immediately noticed the arrival of 

an unfamiliar triangular smart fighter. However, because Raytheon greeted and made arrangements 

before, the security system here did not attack Wang Yi, but let him go after confirmation. Come in. 

   "This is the Seven-Star Building." Wang Yi flew down from the sky with a war knife under his feet. 

   At this time, Wang Yi still did not forget to pretend to be his identity. 

"Um?" 

   "Someone in the flying fighter flew down." 

   "God, is he an existence beyond the **** of war?" 

   "No, you can see clearly, he flew down on something, he is a spiritual teacher." 

   The two men and women in white robes have greeted us with smiles: "Mr. Wang Yi, hello, we are 

the staff from the Global Headquarters of Raiden Martial Arts Center who have arranged to guide you. If 

you have any questions, you can tell us." 

   Wang Yi also expressed his gratitude with a smile, and then under the leadership of the two Raiden 

Martial Arts Hall staff, he began to visit the Raiden Martial Arts Hall's global headquarters. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward nine-fold thunder knife 

insight. 】 

  【You have mastered the nine-fold thunder knife (Nine-fold). 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

   The smile on Wang Yi's face is even brighter. 

   An hour later, after hurriedly ‘visiting’ the Raiden Martial Arts Hall’s global headquarters, Wang Yi 

quickly left in his smart fighter plane on the grounds of dealing with something. 

   Thor, on the highest balcony of the central tower, looked at the direction of Wang Yi's 

disappearance, and touched his bright head, revealing a look of doubt. 

   "This kid, really came to visit and left?" 

   But even though Thor wants to break his head, I can’t understand that there is a ‘check-in’ thing in 

this world. 

   On the other side, Wang Yi is also very satisfied with his sign-in this time. 

   Originally exerting force was his weakness, but now, he has mastered the Nine-fold Thunder 

Sword's force technique all at once, and his strength is equivalent to several times higher. 

   "Now, go back to Jiangnan and go home." Wang Yi couldn't help smiling while looking at the 

projected three-dimensional virtual view. 



   went home. 

   There was a hint of excitement in Wang Yi's heart. 

   Jiangnan Base City, Yangzhou City. 

  Mingyue Community. 

   Since moving to Mingyue Community, Wang Yi’s parents have been getting along well with Luo 

Feng’s family and neighbors around them. They have a comfortable life. The only worry is their son who 

is far away. 

   So yesterday, after receiving the news that his son will be back today~www.mtlnovel.com~, the old 

couple began to prepare. 

   Wang Yi's sister's family was also called over early in the morning. 

   "Pharaoh, what are you doing?" Seeing Wang Yi's father straightening his head at the gate of the 

community and looking out, the old man in the community detention room asked Zhang puzzledly. 

   "Huh? Your son will be back today?" Lao Zhang's eyes widened after hearing Wang Yi's father's 

embarrassment. 

"Today is only December 9th. Isn't the training camp closed for the last few days at the end of December 

every year? Do you confirm that your son is back today?" Old Zhang asked suspiciously. Camp still has 

some understanding. 

   Hearing what Lao Zhang said, Wang Yi's father was also a little uncertain, but he still said: "My son 

did say that he will be back today. He called me just now and he should be almost home." 

   "Is that so?" Lao Zhang touched his head. Maybe he is older and he may not remember wrong. 

  At this time, Wang Yi's mother Li Lan also brought her two grandsons over, followed by Wang Yi's 

sister and brother-in-law. 

   "Oh, this family is here." Old Zhang blinked. 

I don’t know why. When I heard my uncle came back, the two little guys were very excited. They 

bounced around the gate of the community. Their mother had to hold one of them by hand to prevent 

them. Say hello." The two little guys blinked their big eyes. 

   It didn't take long. 

   A black streamer flew from the sky, and instantly stopped above the door of Mingyue Community, 

revealing the mighty and mighty figure of a black triangular flying fighter, and then the door opened 

automatically, and a figure flew out. 

   "Dad, mom." 

   Everyone at the gate of the community was dull. 

   Lao Zhang also rubbed his eyes. 



Chapter 59: Return to Jiangnan Base City 

   Jiangnan Xtreme General Assembly Hall. 

   "This Wang Yi actually came back so soon, he is still acting as a special commissioner." The 

chairman Zhou Yongzheng just received the news from the headquarters, which was a little 

unbelievable. 

   Supervisor Zhuge Tao said: "Chairman, what does it mean for the headquarters to let a special 

commissioner down? We have never heard of any special commissioners at Xtreme Martial Arts Gym." 

   Zhou Yongzheng glanced at the three supervisors, and they all understood their thoughts. 

"Don't think too much. There are clear instructions above. The identity of this special agent is 

confidential and cannot be publicized. Usually, he will not interfere with the affairs of our Jiangnan 

General Assembly Hall. Moreover, the level of the position is on the same level as that of the supervisor. 

Cooperate well..." Zhou Yongzheng paused, "This appointment comes from the head of the main 

museum. You should know what this means." 

   Zhuge Tao and other three supervisors shook their bodies at the same time. 

   The master of the Xtreme Martial Arts Center, that is Hong, the creator of the Xtreme Martial Arts 

Center. Everything can be settled in one word, and no one can violate his will. 

   Since it was appointed by Hong himself, it was appointed, not to mention the president of the 

Jiangnan General Assembly Hall, even the Jiangnan Supervisory Envoy had to be treated politely. 

   The three directors looked at each other and said at the same time: "President, don't worry, we 

know what to do." 

Zhou Yongzheng nodded, and couldn't help sighing: "Speaking of which, the speed of Wang Yi's progress 

is really scary. Only after entering the training camp for two months, he actually rushed to the top of the 

black dragon rankings, and there are rumors that he He is a spiritual teacher, now almost half a year has 

passed, and I don’t know how far he has grown. I am afraid he is stronger than me." 

   There is information about Wang Yi's identity, which is completely kept secret at the Extreme 

Headquarters. Even if Wang Yi has just passed the general news such as the evaluation of the High God 

of War, Zhou Yongzheng does not know it. 

   The three supervisors also nodded with sorrow. 

   This Wang Yi is really an evildoer! 

   Zhou Yongzheng smiled again: "Fortunately, we had a good attitude towards Wang Yi before. He 

shouldn't bother us if we think about it, but in order to prevent any accidents, we will have to deal with 

him in the next few days." 

   Suddenly the phone in the conference room rang. 

   "Huh?" Zhou Yongzheng connected the phone, his expression changed slightly. 

   "Wang Yi has returned, in Mingyue Community, Yangzhou City?" 
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   Zhou Yongzheng stood up, "Go, let's visit Wang Yi together." 

   A burly main channel: "Chairman, didn't you say that special agents should keep their identities 

confidential and act low-key? Isn't it a bit too exciting for us to go together like this?" 

   Zhuge Tao said with a smile: "It's okay. Wang Yi was originally a genius student in the training 

camp. When he comes back, we will visit the Jiangnan General Assembly Hall to visit what is normal. No 

one will doubt it." 

   Zhou Yongzheng said: "Zhuge Tao is right. Our visit this time is mainly to show our Jiangnan 

General Assembly Hall's respect for Wang Yi. As for the attitude, more enthusiasm is enough, not too 

much." 

   The four giants of the Jiangnan General Assembly Hall set off together and rushed towards the 

direction of Yangzhou City. 

   It's not just the Xtreme Club, Wang Yi is now the first genius in the training camp. As soon as he 

came back, the news was already known by all parties. 

  The reason is...Wang Yi's name has disappeared from the Black Dragon rankings. 

  The forces of all parties have been determined, and Wang Yi has graduated from the elite training 

camp! 

   Such a super strong returned to Jiangnan Base City and immediately attracted the attention of 

relevant departments. However, because of scruples about Wang Yi's ideas, the responsible personnel 

did not come to the door hastily, but waited for changes. 

   They didn't know the specific job arrangement of Wang Yi in Xtreme Martial Arts Gym. They just 

guessed whether Wang Yi returned to Jiangnan to take over the post of supervisory envoy of Jiangnan 

General Assembly Hall? 

   At this time, Wang Yi was talking to his family, Wu Tong and other martial artists who had come to 

Yangzhou City after hearing the news. A huge black triangular flying fighter was parked on the lawn 

outside the villa, gathering many neighbors watching the excitement. 

When Wu Tong saw this smart fighter for the first time, he was shocked. He knew the value of this smart 

fighter at Xtreme Martial Arts Hall. It can be said that one is worth more than 100 billion yuan, and all 

the forces have worked hard to return it. It is difficult to buy one. 

   But Wang Yi could actually own one, which made Wu Tong look in awe at Wang Yi's eyes. 

   After a while, Wu Tong and others did not want to disturb the reunion of Wang Yi's family. They 

were about to leave when there was a slight noise outside. 

   The four giants of the Jiangnan General Assembly Hall have arrived. 

   "President, why are you here." Wu Tong and a group of warriors ran out to salute. 

   dressed in a tunic, Zhou Yongzheng nodded solemnly. "Wang Yi is inside, right?" He didn't say the 

identity of "Special Commissioner Wang" for reasons of confidentiality. 



   "Wang Yi has returned, and is having dinner with his family at home." 

   Wang Yi also walked out at this time. 

   "Chairman Zhou, three directors, why are you here." 

   "Haha, Wang Yi, don't say a word why you are back, we can also arrange arrangements to pick you 

up from the dust." Zhou Yongzheng immediately had a smile on his face. 

   The three supervisors behind him are also all smiles. 

   The people around Mingyue Community watched Wang Yi and the four giants of Jiangnan General 

Assembly Hall talking and laughing happily~www.mtlnovel.com~ and their hearts were full of shock. 

Everyone could see that whether it was the three directors or the chairman Zhou Yongzheng, they were 

very warm and polite to Wang Yi, but they didn’t understand how Wang Yi could make the four giants so 

solemnly and visit together. . 

  Wang Yi's second floor reception room, Wang Yi and the four high-level Jiangnan General Assembly 

Hall sit in rows. 

  Wang Yi also knew Zhou Yongzheng's intentions and said straightforwardly: "Chairman Zhou, I am 

coming back this time. There are other tasks that have nothing to do with the Jiangnan Base City Martial 

Arts Center and will not hinder your affairs. Don't worry." 

   Zhou Yongzheng and the four of them heard this and felt much more settled, and they chatted 

with Wang Yi for a while before leaving. 

   The news that the four giants of the Jiangnan General Assembly Hall came to visit as soon as Wang 

Yi came back was spread throughout the community and quickly spread to all organizations. 

   "Luo Feng is still roaming in the wilderness area?" Wang Yi specially invited the Luo family to come 

over. He was not surprised when he heard the news. 

  According to the plot time, it is almost time for Luo Feng to kill Li Wei and others in City 003. 

   "A 100 billion reward is offered..." Wang Yi didn't plan to intervene. 

   At least until Luo Feng gets the golden horn monster clone, he doesn't plan to change anything. 

   At the moment, these are nothing but trials for Luo Feng, and compared with the stormy waves in 

the future universe, these are nothing more than breeze breeze. 

   And knowing that Wang Yi came back this time, he would not go out anymore, and the family 

members were also very happy. 

Chapter 60: Remains of Ancient Civilization 

   In the morning, the bright sun shines through the gaps in the curtains and spills on the ground, 

forming a light trail. 

   On the second floor of Wang’s Villa, Wang Yi’s room, Wang Yi’s parents’ bedroom on the first floor, 

and Wang Yi lives in the second floor room alone.n0𝗏𝓮𝗅𝐔𝗌𝒷.𝗰0𝓂 
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   Various clothes are scattered on the ground, many of which are indescribable to girls. 

   There are also ragged underwear that has been torn. 

   Wang Yi opened his eyes and felt full of energy, with a soft and fiery body still attached to his body. 

   Although last night was crazy until the early morning, Wang Yi was not exhausted at all. On the 

contrary, the girl slept very heavily, with her limbs entangled in Wang Yi's strong body like an octopus. 

  Wang Yi glanced gently at the sleeping girl next to him. As soon as his body moved, he heard a 

bewildered voice. "No...I don't do it anymore..." 

  "..." 

Carefully got up from the bed and stood by the window looking at the bright scenery outside. Wang Yi 

looked back at the sweet and heavy girl sleeping on the bed. "It seems that they have to take the spirit 

of plants and trees to change their physique today, otherwise... Cough." Wang Yi coughed lightly, 

swallowing the tiger-wolf words back. 

   I was so happy to come back yesterday, Wang Yi also forgot to give the spirit of the plants to his 

family, but it is not too late today. 

  In Wang Yi's mind, family members are of course the most important thing. Of course, if there are 

good things, they must be used by family members first. 

   This is also human nature. 

   took a cold shower in the bathroom on the second floor and changed into loose exercise clothes. 

Wang Yi went to the study on the second floor, sat in a chair, and opened his laptop while eating a 

simple breakfast prepared by his family. 

   As for Wang Yi's parents, they had long been cherished. After they were ready for breakfast, they 

rushed to the community acquaintances to leave room for Wang Yi and a few girls. 

  Wang Yi even felt that they might not even plan to come back today. 

"Since Xtreme Martial Arts Hall and Thunderbolt Martial Arts Hall headquarters have signed in, now 

there are only those ancient civilization remains..." Wang Yi opened the internal forum of Xtreme 

Martial Arts Hall, and with his current authority, only under Hong, and Like other inspectors, basically all 

top-secret information can be inquired. 

   Of course, what Wang Yi is most concerned about is the remains of ancient civilizations. 

   This is about his reward for signing in. 

   As for the other strong people on earth? 

   With Hong's "Domain" and Thor's "Seven Times Power", Wang Yi really didn't care about those 

crooked melons. 

   "Remains of ancient civilizations around the world..." Wang Yi began to search for information. 



   In fact, Wang Yi remembers that in the original work, apart from the Meteor Star spacecraft, 

almost all the remains of ancient civilizations have been discovered. 

   Wang Yi scanned carefully. 

   Ancient Civilization Remains No. 1 is the earliest relic of ancient civilization discovered on earth. It 

is located in the deep seabed of the ocean around Bermuda in the "North Atlantic" of the earth. 

   The relics of ancient civilization No.2, located under the original ‘Wrangel Island’ in the Soviet 

Union, are the wreckage of a spacecraft that was shattered. 

   No. 3 Ancient Civilization Remains... 

   No. 9 Ancient Civilization Relic, located somewhere deep in the Amazon jungle of South America, is 

one of the less dangerous ancient civilization relics. 

  ... 

   The Ancient Civilization Remains No. 12 is in the Pacific Ocean, not far from the bottom of the 

Hawaiian Islands. It is about 5,100 meters from the sea surface to the bottom of the seabed. The 

Ancient Civilization Remains No. 12 is 3,300 meters below the seabed. It's a super huge spacecraft, more 

than ten thousand meters in length... 

  ... 

   No. 31 Ancient Civilization Relic, located in the depths of the "Shenlong Frame" in Hubei, China, the 

relic itself is a huge spherical shape with a diameter of more than 800 meters... 

"Civilization Remains No. 9... In fact, it is the base used by the Meteor Star forces to eliminate and select 

elite members, especially the spiritual teacher, so until now, none of the spiritual teachers has died, but 

the martial artist is much more miserable, the death rate Up to 72%...The original book only says that 

the God of War can enter, but it doesn't say whether the planet stars can enter..." Wang Yi muttered in 

his heart. 

   But Wang Yi feels that there is a high possibility that planet stars can enter. 

   And he is also a spiritual teacher, no matter how smart the bald crystal man in the trial base of 

Meteor Moxing is, he will not hurt himself. 

"Dozens of civilization relics, even if I have one a day, it will take more than a month." Wang Yi thought 

calmly, "And like the ancient civilization relics on the 31st, they are actually the master-class zergs that 

were sealed and sleeping by the owner of Meteorite. Mother emperor, the worm’s nest exudes a lot of 

poisonous gas, which can penetrate the skin and enter the body. So far, no one has been alive to enter 

the ancient civilization ruins No. 31. It is almost impossible to get close. It is too dangerous..." 

   Sign-in also has a limited range. It is impossible to sign-in at a long distance. According to Wang Yi's 

experiment, at least within a hundred meters of the sign-in target location, can you sign-in the reward 

you want. 

   There is a clear record in the data that the ancient civilization relics No. 31 are listed as the three 

most desperate places alongside No. 1 and No. 12, and there is no doubt that they will die! 



  Wang Yi is very clear about some of the plots in the early stage of the original work. These three 

despairs, Ruins No. 1 and Ruins No. 31, are real despairs. Even the cosmic-level powerhouses are bound 

to die! 

   A spaceship of a mechanical clan, a lair of a sleeping worm clan mother emperor, with his current 

methods, it is almost impossible to benefit from it. 

  Even the remains of civilization 12, which is the least dangerous, is a cosmic "mothership" that is 

broken and dilapidated. The so-called desperate situation is the command and control room, which is 

not easy for Wang Yi to enter! 

   only sign in! 

   can make Wang Yi easily get everything he wants. 

   The only thing is luck. 

Wang Yi was not strong enough before, so naturally he could not go to those dangerous places, but now 

he is already a 5th-level planetary-star powerhouse, and he has domain control, nine-layer thunder 

knife, moyun vine, space ring... now he can also go there. NS. 

   Wang Yi couldn't help but start looking forward to it, wondering what reward he would get in the 

ancient civilization ruins. 

Click, Wang Yi heard the door of the study room opened. He seemed to have just finished taking a 

shower. He was wearing a thin white lace suspender nightdress that outlined the figure of a beautiful 

girl. Gao Yurong, who wiped his wet hair, walked in from the door. As he walked, he could faintly see his 

white and round thighs, and there was a faint blush on his face. 

   "You are here...ah." 

   "rua!" 

Wang Yi took Gao Yurong over, put it on her thigh, kissed her on the face, and pushed away as if she was 

disgusted by Gao Yurong, Wang Yi suddenly remembered that the girl’s underwear seemed to have 

been wiped out last night. Then she now... 

   "Swipe!" Gao Yurong stood up from Wang Yi like an electric shock, her face flushed to the base of 

her ears. 

   She glanced at Wang Yi, blushed, and snorted, and she fled out of the study. 

   Wang Yi blinked innocently. 

   "I'm an old husband and wife..." 

   He muttered softly. 

 


